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ABSTRACT

A proposed interdisciplinary course linking the areas
of. English and data processing is desbribed in this paper. Expertise
in both fields is perceived as a function of the processes of
defining, recreating metaphors and models, locating assumptions
within messages, and becoming aware of meaning. Poten tial enrollees
include both students in the humanities and those in the sciences.
Issues dealing with the relationship between human and machine,are
defined in order to stimulate ethical and philosophical problem
solving. Suggested activities include exercises using computer
languages, translations from programiing systems to edited English,
expository prose investigating the human/machine relationship, and
games simulating,social and cultural conditions. Appetdixes include a
course outline and a reading list (largely science fiction) as well
as 'a reprint of a "New York Times" editorial dealing with the rights
of the dying in a technological society. (KS)
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I

When we talk about , "writing" as ,problem solving, we mean'
/

C\ writing as a means :6f inquiry; to question and explore an issue
X .

Ln or problem. Ev ry discipline has its °A problems and concerns
.0

. (\j but interdisciplinary programs encourage. students to transcend
a 4

CZ) departinental boundaries, synthesize information, reformulate .

ku concel5ts.and-develop,iiriting skills in. the process.

"Interdisciplinary"has generally not been geared for remedial

,writing, but Freshman Comp., or. "intens.ve writing," whaAtever

you call a firstyear course, needs interdisciRlinary thinking,

As soon,as you write about something, you deal with the ordering

of a body of knowledge--its metaphors, models; concepts, and

data--in the,humanitiesas well as sciences.

One way the English teacher alone in the.olassroom can 'easily

function as an. 'interdisciplinary" thinking stimulus .is by using -

some kind of simulation technique and not the isolated reading

of essays from psychology and political science fond in'current

rhetorics.. I tried'Taking Action by Lynn Quitman Troyka and

Jerrold Nudelman (1975), a collection of simulation games where

the students r4pi-esent different factions in role playing. The

course was not called "interdisciplinary;" i, was a "remedial"

writing course. What happened was that, students forgot that

14 'they "can't write" and that they were taking a "remedial" course.
A
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They read materials that defined a particular 4problem. For example,

we had a.Eame on population control in the year 2200. What the

'tudents had td do was recognize the constraints of that par-

ticular problem while vsihg vocabulary, material, and fi-Aional

situations similar to current problems. We talked in'tivms of .how

to deal with ,a problem by defining it, and knowing, in m'thematical

terms, what is given.

As a teacher working alone in a writing program, the notion

of "definition of the problem" was-easy to handle once the students

had been presented a particular problem with its constraints: how

. do you select parents'w5en more people want to have children than

government regulations allow? As presented in Taking Action,

three different birth, permits were allowe'd for five parent-appli-
j

cants. Contraception was universal, so parenthood was

limited and controlled. ,The students had(to,take the rAes

various parent-applicants an ue for the tangible as

intangible ,characteristics defined and implied in the text. With-
,.
( out my suggesting it, they began to question the destruction of

individual freedom by the control board and to seecontemDorary_

analogues to the Population Control Board. Thus, new'ProbleMs

apd questions, which the students investigated independ4ntly and!

wrote about, evolved out of that skeletal -S'ituation.

Data processing, in turn, is a,"problem"' or "program" solv-

ing course that relies on English prOse More than students gen-

erally anticipate. What we try to do in Data Processing at a

2-year college is, basically, train people to learn how to pro--

gram computers, do systems analysis, and, hopefully, go out_into

the real world and obtain entry level jobs. The big problem is,

3.
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that the language becomes very technical and students have to

learn; to eiPlain their work in everyday English to nontechnical

. managers, aCcountantsi_and businessmen. The problem is making a

highly technical vocabulary understandable to anyone, by not

relying on the machine model. as the metaphor.

pow different is a memorandum asking for or justifying the

f
purchase of, additional equipment from a kind' of composition you

r might write in English claStet?' The answer is probably very little.

Some of the terms may change, but the organization and the func-.

ti'on are eSsentially'the same.

In Data Processing; there are two systems oriented courses

that require people to write memoranda to potential users: "Would

you -like a computer system?" And someone always says, "Yes, I

would. What can you.do for me?" The foousqds really writing

prose descriptions on what the system does and the students'

understanding of what the user requiresstated in layman's

language; instead of technical terms. The whole series of memo1-

anda goestback' dnd forth in another course while the students are

actually programming_ and designing the system that they will 'de-

liver to the uslat the end of the term. Typical/users in the

college are the library; the regis'trar's office, and the office

of institutional research. The students have to do a wide range

of writing and they find out that the English Comp. course that

they hated, suddenly becomes very-important, because correspond t

will return papers, saying, "This doesn't make sense." It's much

too late that students realize that it's not,Vhat they ,know, but

ho* they can. present it. 'Certainly in' the field of data process-
.

ing, most of the presentation is done by memo. There's very

4
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little people interaction. The-response to what a user wants is

rarely an oral presentation; it's a written document. If a student

presents that poorly, one infers that he understands poorly, what

the user 17/ants-

What they do find out is that users don't specify their-

requirements very carefully, and they say, "I really should have

asked him, but I thought he meant..." In the process.of.inter-
,

,acting on real problems, they lear "hidden assumptions". Th

registrar may alsolearn.that students had their, own meani

attached to a request. From thai p int of view, data p cessing
/

becOMes interdis&iiilinAry. e sad art'4.s that this is the last

\,_

course of the program .11 the Eh 'lisi course is usually way be-
,

hind them.

Student at BMCC/CUNY also practice Writing programs alone,

but iWa isn:t what really happens in the real world. People

rarely write pregrams in.isolation,ye person in a gro

a program that is only'an element moron system,

who is used to writing programs al raabias to then le

act with a.group of 7 to 12.

1/4

What is interesting is that Dan and I were teaching the
. .

same thought processes separately in our res ctive depar ents:
.,,,,,.

the process of4defining, recreating metaph' s)and mode , looking
. -/ /

, . i

for the hidden and apparent assumptions i21., y.kin f message,

and,
'\

4 /
and, of course k. trying to increase the.st reness of how

meaning was conveyed in 'whatever language th eith- wrote or 1

0

read.
/ ...

When Dan and I were first askedto,join our disciplines,
. /

C
English and Da-ea Processing.; i3 ad originated as a data

(

ij
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processing cour, "Computers & Society," wevreilized thlt we couldntt
,,---'

teach 't,he course in lecture rotation where I would present my

thoughts one day and Dan would present his thoughts moth

disjointed, like two separate courses. We realized that we had

to be in the classroom togetlret)interacting, so that students
-

would see miter -thinking and`ddbating in vivo, and that the dis-

ciplins were nnected because the instructors were using some

of the same t inking processes to engage the students in thinking

and,qugtioning. ;So it we did was to develop a course where

writing attemptpd.ta explore certain problems that both disciplines

The syllabkYs was designed fora 6 hr/wk. program, meeting in

three 2-hr. periods. This would permit a variety of'teaching

raised.

(e,

k- procedures: in class wrliting, debates, discussions, and computer,

interaction. In ordei- to present the kind of. interdisciplinary

program described, both oT us would beiTi the:classroom doing the

exercises together with the students'.

Potential enrollees would include: (a) humanities majors

needing an elective in business or science who had completed the

English reauirement and were interested in an introduction to

scientific '"arts": (b) data :));oc'esing students.who had completed

the Englilh requirempnts and data processing sequence and hoped

t rela e their technical skills to human concerns, and (c) begin-
./

nin -§tudents who had completed the Engli -hrt-euirement but were

is ..program would haveunsureof majoring in data processing,

served as an introduction without having to experiment directly

with /
dataprocessing course. Unf,,art n6.tely, it was never of-

')

Nred a _BMOC, the unit of CUNY it was originally designed, due

to udget cuts. 6

41,
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Although the atural sciences and the huma4ties may differ_

infocus arid con ent, they're clearly engaged in the same process

of symboling classifying, and organizing information and con-'

4

cepts. The drpose for asking and answering questions in each

disciplin may be practical or sometimes philosophicalliand touck

upon universal human concerns. Questiots about, how to progra as'
1

well as what am I programming for would be aske an interdis-

ciplinary data processing/humanities course. The probled we faced

in developing ).he course was how to teach students something about

ata processing and literature as "disciplines" and to write

e.ffectively at the same time. COncerns subject-verb agree-

ment became subordinate to stimulating thin g. Certainly gram-'

mar would be dealt with as it was needed with the edi ing and cor-
. .

rection of computer p7grams as'well as English prose.

. We formulated questions and concerns in both disciplines for

which ,neither disciplihe,alsone could offer an adequate answer.

Each discipline had a body of literature which presented one side
- .

of the problem; Thbre are, however, metaques'n:ons transcending

the immediate eoncerns of both disciplines. The valuable inter-

disciplinary progr M que tions the myths and beliefs attached to,

the goals of the disc as in the questionsraisec\,,by Arthur

-
C. .Clarke in one of the stories in.the syllabus, "The Nine Bill on

AO, _
4 .

Names of God", ,(see Appendix A). The inquiry method was us
.

.

in definingNcrucial ppoblems for a focus in writing assi ents,
0

'class readings, and discussions.
k

The kinds of questions of the syllabus are probably sem' ar

topics in themserlves, so we wouldn't expect people to develop
. 4

greatly detailed Papers. Wht. we would encourage, however; is an/ 7
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awareness of the problems and certainl a_ 'lity to articulate

-

\
it. The questions.on page one of the nded syllabus were_asked

i

/ in the literature'
---_

of both disciplines. If the students started

with at least that frame of reference, the would then begin to

fOrmulate their own questions and find so6
,.

d of answer or non-

answer from the literature.

WRITING TOWARD PROBLEM SOLVINGe' f.

I, We thought of starting the writing spontaneously with a

definition of "man," and one for "machine". As- course would/'.

evolve, this'definition would be revised, exp ded, and Would re-
7. ,

flect new'knowledge. TheyMight, for exay le, start the first

-phase by talking about = trakts that we ually

can'piug in a machine, but human,o-.,e emotions "- These ideaS/

/ r'''''ould be written freely and hared dl.ing the first week.
,

The/second week, we would ask them to find definitions and
,....

characteristics of each in th6 literature. They would find these

from their readings- -the metaph rs of poets and the textual refer =*

erICes from Com-outers-and Sock zy,-Irsothat they would bed engaged ,

in some %rid of purposeful-research.

Writing Problem #1: Develo thinking,and defining

processes., (1)' Weekly addi-
,

-tions,to a comparative.definition

of man and, machine, written spontaneously in class (2) Tol=

lowed by definitibnsAubted trom wr'ters in science and

literature taken frOm reading assig ments and other sources

and (3) formulating ethical andsociL-question'S arising.

from man and' machine definItions,i
4

Many of the.ethical and philo ophical questions evolve

_directly from the definitions o man and machine. The case of

Karen Quinlan is an example f how problematical the defini-
, r. 0

tions can be. Here's a editorial I took from the New York Times

t, 8



(see Appendix B) which
.

life separate from the "life" of the machine?" Even this ed-

ises just that .question: When is a person's

itorial writer never came to.a conclusion as eo what to determine.

But what we will have.to make clear.is that in spite of complex

issues with uncertiri boUndaries, we, as individuals, will' have
. . ,

to take a stand. The boundaries are not clear in the law courts

or the medical profession. As technology changeS, they're going

to become less clear. We want to encourage this pruess of in-v.

quiry and redefinition while reminding our students that the

finition of m /machine 'is on-going in terms of, the changes _in

the technological world as wellas the legal world. SOme of

these questions cannot be so readily'answered, but students,'

nevertheless, will be inquii-ing in their writing.

Sometimes the written inquiry i$ ,immediateand practical.

For example, students find out when they .have a mistalte orr)a Con.,

Edison bill that there is no person behind the,"customer service"

number; but,t e "computer". They become more aware that the'

machines and not humans are impinging upon'their lives,

seen people get:into.lengthy correspondence with these. machines.

There are people and there are machines, but it isn't so clear,
. .'

certainly in Crediting situations, 'who is doing what.

The difference between this and other 'composiflon/literature

coursas if; that this would develop a; notion of "systee. For ex-

ampler students would learn some minimal amount of a computer

language as a communication "system"Yand would write "mini"-

programs. There would be practical experience :'writing" a program.

. writing English prose as'a "system"of in uir

Unfortunately, in data processing courses alone,ithere is

- '9



9
very little transfer between writing elegant prOgrams and writing

elegant English prose. Students have to be very careful with

synthetic languages like BASIC aid FORTRAN, but the have n ver

corrected their 'slovenliness with English from elementary_ school

In:the "naturalu language, English, they could omit and mis-

.

use words, and people might Still get their meaning, but this

doesn't hold true for BASIC and FORTRAN. .They become very frus-

trated when thlqr whole program is thrown out by the machine

beApse of one omitted comma.

.

By teaching English composition and data proce'Ssing together,

instead of in checkerboard compartments, our hope was to trans-,

cend the separateneSs-by-d-emonstrk.ting the step by step explana-

tiOns that were mutually partof the'process in writing for a

machine 6r writing for.a human. There are many differences as

well; there are many "holes" in'a paragraph.thacan't be allowed

*grogram. Yet, in both,4rou are dealing with gramm4r, the
,

structure of the statement, and with the signals. Before we

approached the philosophical-and moral problems, students would

be working with programs,and.translating them into English prose,

to see implicitly the difference in the processes with represen-,
'4

tatives of bth discipliAes there to answer questions. I think

that makes a difference! I

' They often/think that a businessman or dataprocessor is not
.

concerned with English prose or-that you don't haove'to be as
I ;

precise for huma s as you do for'machines. If students were asked

to translate a poem-byJohn Donne into a computer language, they

'.would also learn, in the process, that there are things you cant

translate. Yet there may be-some basic patterns; there may be a

"grammar": in poetry.
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Y Writing Problem #2: Learnin and using a computer

larigua e for writing "mini" -

programs. CommunicatioA with
e: machine by a series of step by step instructions. and the

' description of these instructions to another person as two
different aspects of the same "content".

Students will engage in a variety of games and simula-.

Lion activities with, tie computer such as Tic-Tac-Toe, A.

Checkers, Chess, 'and landing a spaceship on the moon.

Writing Problem #3: Translations from one syste

to 'another, i.e., a programming

system to edited English. Anc

implicit understanding of language, its grammar, and signals,
step by step explanations, assumptions behind statements in
both -verSio logic will be developed. s

///
Stu nts wi,l find in both the technical and literary me' a-

phors the ethical implications of anthropomorphizing the mac4ne '4
(

world as well as mechanizing the human. Their interaction with ,
A / -

the computer would give them real experience With man/machine .

boundaries. Writing and research,in the initial stages would
.

lead into more comp ex "What if?" situations. What-if your teat her

is, machine-and gives you encouragement?

Suppes at Stanfoi:d has contended that you can't leave,eleMen-
.

tary education in the hands of people since the human teacher

tends to recognize and,reinforce the "clean, bright kids," whereaa....._

the "s4bbY kid" inthe back of the room is totally neglected.

This is too dangePous. But youcan program machines that will

prov.ide reinforcement on the right answer regardless of the

students' style-of dress.

At MIfi, there is a program where*the
computer is used as a

rto
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*psychotherapist. Clients are told that your therapist is "dumb",

but he can hear so that all 'of the answers you get will be tyPe'd

out. Ilany psychotherapists have examined the interactions and
0

have determined that that would be the way Aley'would have handled

the questions. That is a monument to ,very ciever.progr mming.
,.,

, .

It's
4

a case with routine interactions, where peoplecan'treally

.differentiate between mac ine.and human responses.

Writing Problem #4: __I:, . Expository'prose'usipg "What ..

if...?" situations: students

- would select from a variety of

situations to respond to, such as:
A

What if students were not taught arithmetic but only

how to use a calculator;
)

What if you:teaeher were a machine?

What if your psychotherapist were a/Machine and ;'it"

asked,'Would you be disturbedto find outs-that /
. .

I am a machine?" 4'

4/hat if you, as a tec ocrat, were asked to db aome-

thing .morally.repugnant?

We may ask, "Who is alive?' Ther dre now computers that

fix themselVes. Computers th t are beginning to °resemble " people

are at th forefront of artificial.intelligencer Unfortunately,

people mistake any solution Cthe optimal solution. They'need

to get a realisticf idea pf the, trade-offs involved ,and the ethic

and'valide judgments that wilf_have to be made.

What'happens, for eAample, if we replace the judges of the

Popvll'tion COntrblBoard in Taking.Action by a computer, w

the computer is programmed to recognize tangible chars eristics

which are coded: heights hair color, .sixlevel of educationetc.

And the computer says, "We're denying you a permit to have children:"
4

The student feels that something Is radically Wrong and wants to

12 .
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12.

circumvent the system,' Hoy could one go about doing that? What

'kind of appeals--c- d one make? TheNarguments that one might

make before the Po ulatiOn Control Boar would be radically.dif-

ferent from those o the computer prograime , whose, rules, once

made, are usually inflexible. Computers don't compatsion or
0 .

mercy and computer

they do "write" "p

are not moved by: persuasive disco4sebut

of patience,. understanding, and warmth. What do yloii.-"Say to

the 15rogrammers to change the model-and/or d fenethe

.°01ritin Proble Simulation game/discussion/writing.

An exploration of a concept of

"technologieejustice"., A pcii)u-

"lation control boar in the year 2200 (a modification. of the

population control ame'in Taking Action by Troyka and

Nudelman) where lhe boaxd consists of programmers.setting,
,

.

44 , up criteria for parenthood. You don't have the ta ible'

attributes'rec,o_gnized by the computr: educa ion "Srience,,

and wealth. You do, 'omever, have the intangible attributes

nificance of the intangible attributes?
"

*lc

Turing the last phase of the pourse, the stu ents could

inveStigate questions of values and ,ethics in loner r papers:" The:',
.

,_ , . %.
.

questioning would ai_so,be stimulated. froth the'reading throughout,

the "courSa e. Forexample, 'The Nine- illion Names f God," by

Arth;ar,C. Clarke, can demonstrate

Oestions would evolve

e of the maysthese moral

In this ttory; a group of /ibetan =nip comest comPUter

programmers for a pf.1nt-out of the*. nine billion names of God.
N

Thdir scribes', have been writing the names for centuries; but
.

.

; Ovi,pu ky moder echnology would accelerate, the recording. The

, .' :-.*1 J
religiOut mon believe that when the nine,billionth name is

wl" , .13,' -,K.
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recorded, the world wouldcome to.an end. In accepting the "job,"

however, the technocrats think that they're pulling a great "con".

They ylcan deliver the -"outpi,vt," but 1p not perceive their connel-

tlon to the objectives, The go to Tibet to set up shop, but they

begin to think that they may be puhished for selling their .ser-

vices foolish primitives who are,not going to get the Judgment

Day they anticipate. In addition, the continuity of the world will

be perceived as their failure as Oogrammers...a modern dilemma. .\ie

Aftdr the program is finished,however, the technocrats try,to

leave before its run, but on their way tO,theairpOrt, ore notices

that the stars are going out. The story ends.

The "believers" of one discipline called upon the engineers

of another to solve a problem that had many moral questions and
It

problems--technological exploitation and the destruction of .the

..,,yorld, Indeed, both groups,have cooperated in destroying the
r.

world.' Ih spite of the, objectivity or neutrality the technocrats

may assume in any project, they may actually engage in ..

a process that accelerates the destruction of the human race and\
..

the orld., Whether they are calhd upon by Tibetan monks.or

whethe they are called by some goirernment agency to.violate

human valte and existente, they need to ask questions about the

processes. and objectives of their program.

lesciencd fiction, highly trained scientists.like Arthur-C.

Clarke and Isaac Asimov raise the moral questions of their own
4fields in fibtion. Their works are excellent modelsof problemo

.

solving in inte disciplinary writing. How far 'do we go? Every

'technological act ,,involves hUman concerns ankaWareriess of *human,

nature and human va ues.,

14
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Writing Problem #6: A longer, investigative paper.

A question'of-conceril devised'
-,..,

-, ----- "'by the student. Exalleilkould

include an invstigatibn and, discussion, of one °X the
.

quettions on' he syllabus or an area in which clirrent
`x dp, .

technology-forces us to redefine and re-evaluate the life/

death and man/machine 'duality.

This course would notbe a checkerboard attachment Of two
,:, . .

--__
disciplines. The pointis that both.disciplines and .the teachers

involve more complex interactions of feelings -thoughts- intuitions,

efc., than simply a bifurCation of logical thinking in data

rocessing andpoetic expressions in Engligh.
,

.

15



/^ APPENDIX "A"

LITERATURE AND THE AGE' OF TKHNO GY
br. H. Lee Gershuny, English Dept.

and

POef. Daniel. Rosich, Data Processing Dept

Borougkof Manhattan Community C4lege
City Upiversity of New York

DESCRIPTION

This 'caurse will explore the impact df m
nology on science fiction, fantasy, and uto
interdisciplinary course with the Data P
will be on the computer as the major aphor of man's technology
and the literature that is most directly concerned with the key
problems created by the man/society/computer interaction.

'Students will have the opportunity to explore the answers
key queetips rai's'ed in modern literature and computer scienc :

: 1. To what extent are machines a blessing' or a curse?

'nines and tech-
an literature. As an

cessing Dept., the'fotus

2. -Where does man end and machine begin?
3. What insights do fiction, mythS, and metaphor

the man/madhine-rela:ionship?

4.- Are man/machine ethi s possible? If so, w
tions and priorities mist be set?

5, What isjthe impaVt%of "fiction" and fat4
nd t44,gonverse, what is the i
cti.dRT-/

ress in

new. defini-

asy on technology?
technology on

Ast of the Material of the Cburse,wi be covered ttirough
independent readings, class discus S, films, art, group presen-tations, debates and writtea-s-ignpa s

* The litera ure will be select so that students will have abroad view he importance of 'is theme in form and content fromBiblIc d mythical writings o contemporary science fiction and
an wr tints of Orwell, utler, Skinner, Clarke, Vonnegut: ASimox,

etc. Needless to say, th reading list is flexible, and can be geareto .tudent interestand eading skill.

ED TEXTS: Li rature

1984, G. Orwell
I'Robot I .Asimov'
2001: Spade !Odyssey, A. C. Clarke

_Player Piano,.K. Vonnegut
Surviv 1 Printo t, edited by Allison, Jenkin and Perrault
Meh and Machines, edited by R."SgVerberg

SUGGES

Bev
Specu

d Control, edited by R. Silverberg
tions: an'introduction to literature through fantasy

science fiction, edited by E. Sanders
chines,, edited by A. 0. Lewis, Jr.

an
Of Men an

SUGGESTED' TEXT: to Processing
[

othman and C. Mosmann;-Computers and

is
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tt

and the' Age of Technology, 'continued

TLINE J

Introduction to An and.Machinest: . Definitions for the
following terms will be explored in a.wide range of
literature: man, machine, computer, robot, automaton,
automation, and feedback'. The iaplicatj.ons of these
definitions for,a-Man/machine interaction ircour society
will bl discussed.

4.1

After a short history of the development of technology
with special reference td,comiouters,this section will
focus on' a critical examination of some of the "seminal
questions, on the nature of man and the effect of his
creations.. Mankind will be discussed chiefly as a
creator of techniques and machines to,orde his world.
In conjunction yith this view, a Consideration of the
split between/the Apolloniail and Dionysian qualities of
humanity, analogOus to the science/art dichotomy,: will
demonstrate/some of the complications involved;._ These
complications .raise questibfts about the good an.evil of
his creations and the limits of man's knowledge and power.

2.

Suggested Readings: Genesis; Prometheus myth; Daedalus/
Icarus myth; the Sorcerer's Apprentice t)leme; Frankenstein,
M. Shelley; I, Robot, I. Asimov; The Bacchaei Euripides.
Short 'Story Selections
"Nine Billion Names of God,"..A. C. Clarke
"For a Breath I-Tarry, R; Zelanzy
"Shadow Show," C. Simak
"Epicac," K. Vonnegut
"The Pi Man,".A. ,Bester
"The Electric Ant," P. K. Dick
"Working-in the Spaceship Yards," B.

The nature of the.man/Machine in Th5)s section
will deal with the Illusions of'this,''iinteraction. Since
the machine has Often been regarded as man's salvation,
utopian,literature.will'be considered here:

.

Suggested Readings: Erewhon, utler; 1984, Orwell;
Ezekiel; selections from Gulliv 's Travels, Swift; selec-
tions from The ,Republic, Plato; Wa-denTwo, B. F. Skinner;
"The. DynaMo and the,Virgin," H. Ada

Short Story Selections,
'"The Iron Chancellor," R. 'Silverberg
"But Iliac CAn Replace a,Man?",B. Aldiss
"Scanner's Live in Vain," C. Smith.

.

e

hiss

'III. Thin section will attempt to answer two crucial estions:
a) , are machines a, blessing or:a curse? b) ,who wi
guard the guards? The man/machine interactiokwill

- examined in terms of the master/slaVe relationship. A
concept of "technological justide" will be explored.

-

4

r.
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.'I t re th Aire1:12 chno) or,y, , continued

At:

Suggested Readings: Catch-22, J. Heller;
The. Republic, Plato; -dc7Z1-5TICTGolem, Inc.:
Cettairi Points where Cybernetics Impinges
N.: Wiener; Player Piano, K. Vonnegut.

Short-Story Selections
'I Have No Mouth and Must Scream," H.-Elliton
"Autofac," P. H. Dick'
"FoildlyFahrenheit," A. Bester

IV. The Future: the last sectiorCwill be concerned with
".where do we go from here?" Do we demythologize progress
and efficiency and give up control of the future? /Do we
find some pmpromise between man the creator and man the
destroyer?` =

Suggested Readings: selections from the Revelation of
St. John the Divine; selections from Future Shock, A.
Toffler; Operating Manual for the Spaceship Earth, B.
Fuller.

selections from
A Comment on
on Religion,

Short Story Selections
"Harrison BergeronL". K.) Vonnegut
"The Manned Misile6-;-K Vonnegut
."The .Subliminal Man," J. G. Ballard

o
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RITING AS PROBLEM SOLVING IN INTERDISCIPLINARY COURSES

H. Lee Gershuny and Daniel Rosich

4
THE LIVING DEAD ,

(New York Times,editorial, Sunday, OctpberA3, 19' ..Sec. 4, p. 12)

A new complication has arisen in the labyrinth of perplexities
posed by Karen A. Quinlan as she lies comatose in the intensive care
unit of St. Clare's Hospital in Denville, N.J., kept alive only by
mechanisms that maintain her breathing and,pertit nutriments to e er
her digestive system. A consultant neurologist now reports th
she would not fit any of the definitions of death that have seen
accepted to date.

But though she is capable of spontaneous respi ion at times,
the physician reports, there is no likelihood th she will ever'be
able to awake from her coma. In tedical. jarg , she is in a. "chronic
vegetative state" and will remain so for. indefinite period of_
time so long as the artificial means now ke leg alive are
tained. Thus view is apparently being accept d it the legal debate
new scheduled to take place before New Jersey's Superior' Court.

From every point of view this makes the case more complex than't
ever. Previously it had appeared that she tight perhaps satisfy
the criterion of brain death, a relatiyely new approach that has
gained growing acceptance to meet the PFdta-a.m.kposed by medicine's
inbreasing ability to maintain physical funclions artificially. If
the neurologist is correct, Miss Quinlan is alive, though it is a
life without sensation, without thought, without joy, without sad:-
ness and without prospects for the futurp except as the machinery
continues.

Still the question remains: Should the machinery be kept go-
ing with all the huge accompanying emotional cost fortne family
and the economic cost for the 'community, or should the decision be
that such a "life" is practically` equivalent to death and should be
terminated? s

What we seem to be learning is that the traditional idea of
life and death as opposed alternatives is no longer appropriate.
The old laws and customs based on the notion that everyone is either
alive or not alive, i.e., dead, have.been made obsolete by medical
progress. The reality now includes a middle ground, chronic vegeta-
tive states, as that which Miss Quinlan occupies.

.

What are the_crights" ofsuch human vegetables and what obliga-
tions do their fam.lies and the general society have toward them?
In the case of fetUses it is now well accepted that by sampling
liquids from a pregnant woman's womb -- by the technique of amnio-
centesis physiCiahs can predict the birth 'Of some kinds of mon -, 4
strously deformed babies for Whom no normal life is possible. In
many cases flow these fetuses are being aborted. Is this a precedent Y

for handling the problems of the livin*ead.

of
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